
The Truth 691 

Chapter 691  Final blow of an Elemental law 

The Major heavenly Wind Law, one of the elemental laws whose technique is widely spread across all 

planets 

 

The elemental laws, such as wind, water, lightning, and other visible elements around us, affect the 

bodies of living beings directly from the moment of their birth, and all mortals know them, even if only 

superficially. Even a mortal will know the way water moves, its shape when it freezes, and so on~ and 

this facilitates the learning process compared with hidden laws, such as the law of Reverse Expulsion, 

based on which Robin designed the gravity bracelet. 

 

 Therefore, cultivating these elemental laws is easier, the success rate is greater, and results appear 

much faster compared to the rest of the hidden or unnatural laws. 

 

Also, monitoring their Truths is easier, creating their techniques does not take much time, and even 

cultivating them takes less time compared to the rest of the laws, and also the herbs and creatures that 

raise affinity towards these elemental laws are too numerous and easy to collect 

 

So the spread of the elemental laws in this frightening manner is not a coincidence... 

 

But they are also the least impressive laws in the eyes of cultivators who have options. 

 

Firstly, they are very well-known laws, even to mortals who have never cultivated, and it is easy to 

predict your opponent's next move. What will he do, for example? Does he throw a fireball at you or 

pull roots out of the ground? Once the opponent knows that you cultivate such technique and such 

path, he can easily anticipate most of your next movements 

 

We take the Major Heavenly Law of the Wind as an example. The law basically focuses on moving the 

molecules of gaseous substances and controlling their convergence and stretch... That is, the user of this 

path can, for example, compress the air molecules to form a semi-rigid blade and then move it to hit the 

target or form a wall of air to defend himself, or maybe he makes himself faster by pushing himself with 

the wind from behind and dispersing the air in front of him during movement. 

 



...There are a few other applications, but in the end, they all focus on controlling air molecules, which 

can be deducted one way or the other 

 

But this does not mean that all users of elemental laws are ordinary or weak people compared to the 

rest of the cultivators. 

 

The elemental laws are still the laws that shape the visible world around us. To control part of the visible 

world is a terrifying thing, but only a very few can reach this level of comprehension. 

 

There is, for example, the most powerful attack in Alexander's arsenal -The dimensional bomb- which is 

to cause an invisible explosion at a specific point in the atmosphere, such that the air molecules move 

apart from each other at an insane speed. This causes disruption in the ecosystem, which makes the 

molecules quickly gather again... This disruption results from the separation and the rapid convergence 

of particles can kill most opponents or destroy entire cities depending on the strength of the attack user 

and his ability to control the law. 

 

One day on the planet Greenland, specifically during the siege of Hoffenheim, Peon asked himself 

something: Don't the lungs of living creatures contain air? What would happen if I manipulated that air 

and crushed their lungs? 

 

In theory, his question was sound, but in practice, when he tried it on buds, he found that it is much 

easier said than done. 

 

He does not see the air inside the lungs and cannot feel it at all, as if after entering the lungs it turns into 

another element that he does not know... 

 

 It took him a lot of practice and experiments on the buds mid battle until he could finally do one thing: 

rapidly spread the air molecules inside the lung, causing them to explode. 

 

This was his secret weapon, which enabled him to penetrate the enemy's ranks throughout the siege 

and emerge with his life intact every time. 

 

Unfortunately, this did not help him with the Martial Emperors. When he tried it on his opponent a 

short while ago, it caused his opponent to retreat in pain and gave Peon the upper hand throughout the 



fight and enabled him to fight two Martial Emperors at the same time, but he could not kill them by 

exploding their lung as he was hoping for. The bodies of those scoundrels were indeed strong!! 

 

However, after Dawoodar appeared, Peon tried to use this technique on him, perhaps if he could make 

him feel uncomfortable during his fight against the city it would do some good, but Dawoodar's 

eyebrows did not even tremble, he did not feel anything significant. 

 

Peon was shocked by what he saw... 'Aren't his lungs made of flesh and blood too?! Or is my strong 

body blocking my control of the air inside his lungs?' 

 

Then an idea came to him... 'If the problem is that his lungs are strong, then I just have to increase the 

amount of air inside them, and if the problem is that his body is very strong and blocks my control, then 

I have to make holes myself to reach his lungs... I will stab his lung and push more air into his lungs and 

then I blow him up from the inside. This will surely be enough to kill him!' 

 

Peon knew that he would not be able to penetrate Dawoodar's solid body easily. He knew that even if 

he succeeded, an explosion like this from close range would take his life as well. He knew that it was a 

purely suicide mission! 

 

However... 

 

*BOOM* 

 

"ARRRRRGHGH!!!" 

 

Suddenly an explosion came out from Dawoodar's back. There was no flame or anything like that, just a 

strong sound that resounded like a bomb and the thick muscles of his back began to fly everywhere. 

Then he fell to his knees and hands for the first time since his appearance, blood pouring from his mouth 

profusely and his eyes unfocused. ... 

 

Peon succeeded in his plan. He inserted enough air into Dawoodar's body to create a bomb that was 

enough to destroy a small village, and he actually managed to detonate it! He actually succeeded in 

blowing out one of his lungs and severely damaging the other!! But... Dawdar was still alive. 

 



"Pfffttt" 

 

The blast of wind that resounded in the entire city and its surroundings occurred directly in Peon's face. 

The pressure on him at this moment was as if a thousand whales had suddenly descended on him. His 

chest was terribly indented inward and what was left of the skin on his face was torn off and flew away. 

He himself was thrown backward like an arrow that escaped a divine bow, his fate was completely 

unknown. 

 

"..." 

 

An eerie silence filled the area. 

 

Barely a few seconds had passed from the time Pion appeared on Daodar's back until the moment of the 

explosion 

 

Peon was thrown away by the explosion until what was left of his body was out of sight and Dawoodar 

fell on his knees half dead, yet no one understood what had happened. 

 

"T... Tribe Leader?!" 

 

"Father!!" 

 

"Supreme Commander Peon!!" 

 

"Second brother!!!" 

 


